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        in front of the Ministry of Labor, carrying placards and 

demanding his rights. Finally, he was arrested and charged for insulting the criminal Minister of Labor 

of the Islamic Republic, and sentenced to 74 lashes. Davoud Rafiei, is one of the detainees of the May 

Day rally of 2019. Also, he has been arrested several times, for protesting against his sacking. His 

sentence was carried out in perfect shamelessness and cruelty. 

The employers, the capitalists and their government, who make profits through the exploitation 

of the workers, whenever they feels like, arbitrary expel the workers and accuses them of 

behavior, leading to imprisonment, torture and flogging.  None of these employers will be 

prosecuted for the crimes committed against the workers. Meanwhile, the workers who protest 

and strike for their righteous demands must be punished and pay back restitution. 

         

  About us: “The Committee in Solidarity with the Iranian workers Movement -Abroad"   of 

solidarity groups and individuals outside of Iran that support Iranian Workers’. Struggle for: 

(1) Democratic rights and economic. Justice ; (2) Exposing anti- labour policies of the Islamic 

Republic of Iran; (3) Building bridges between the Iranian and international workers’ 

movement. 
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The capitalist Islamic Republic, by the imprisonment, torture, execution and flogging of the workers 

for over forty years, not only has it failed to force the workers to retreat in their struggle, rather, it has 

made the workers more determined in their class struggle and its continuation. We have witnessed the 

continuation of these struggles in the strikes of the Haft Tappeh Sugarcane workers, Ahwaz Foulad (steel), and 

hundreds of strikes and protests of the workers’ movement and other social movements. 

The strike of the Haft Tappeh Sugarcane workers, and in its parallel Ahwaz Foulad (steel), and oil 

workers, has created a wave of class solidarity in various sections of the workers’ movement. 

In parallel to that, inflation and skyrocketing 

prices, which has plunged the lives of millions of 

people into poverty and misery, provided the path 

for widespread protests against the regime, and the 

existence of the Islamic Republic rule has long 

been questioned with the two uprising of 

December 2017-January 2018, and October-

November of 2019. 

In order to prevent any strike and protest by 

the workers, the capitalist Islamic Republic uses 

its reactionary judicial process, to intimidate 

and to create horror, by sentencing the workers 

to imprisonment, torture and flogging. 

To condemn these abhorrent and inhuman actions, and in order to counter the tricks of the Islamic Republic, it 

requires unity and solidarity, coming to the streets with the emergence of more organized workers’ movement 

and other social organizations against the capitalist Islamic Republic , which will put an end to this cruelty and 

barbarism forever.  

In order to end all of these inequalities, there is no way for us except to organize with all our might, and 

possibilities against these crimes. We must stand firm against these crimes and never give up, until the 

destruction of the Islamic Republic is complete! 

The Solidarity Committees with Iranian Workers-abroad, condemn the flogging of every human being, with 

the strongest possible terms, and by all their might, will endeavour to stage more protests, and we call for the 

attention and support of the international community, global public opinions, and progressive international 

worker and labor and legal organizations, to condemning these inhuman acts, which streams from the 

barbarism of the capitalist Islamic Republic, which is against all human dignity. 

We call all human loving people of the world, to make serious efforts to force the Islamic Republic to 

abolish these barbaric ‘’sentences’’ and put an end to such practices.  

Let’s expose the brutality and barbarism of the Islamic Republic with all our might! 

Down with the capitalist Islamic Republic! 

28 November, 2020 

The Solidarity Committees with Iranian Workers-abroad                                   

solidarityciwm@gmail 
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Commemoration of Anti-Censorship Day 

 

Censorship is an unlocked password of the imposition of absolute 

disenfranchisement on the 99% of the population and absolute tyranny 

against them.  But, freedom suppressors and defenders of censorship 

are unaware of this point that neither workers can tolerate hunger, nor 

will progressive intellectual writers and thinkers remain silent.  

"December 13" is the day of struggle against censorship; censorship is one of the important tools of 

deprivation of liberty. Censorship is like a barrier to freedom of the press and freedom of expression, 

and it is the tool of a closed and dictatorial system in which the majority of people will suffer and the 

greatest harm will be on the part of working class and all the oppressed, various movements such as 

the labor movement and others Strada of people, even the environmentalists are persecuted and 

suppressed by censorship. 

We have repeatedly seen the use of the sharp weapon of censorship to facilitate blows to the stature 

of movements and their activists, leaders and their vanguards. Censorship provides the conditions 

needed for repression. 

Despite this double-edged sword of repression and censorship against freedom, social movements 

and activists have never been silent, but have always fought against it. As they shouted their demands 

through strikes, protest rallies in the streets and in front of government’s organizations and 

institutions. 

Censorship is an objective, clear and obvious example of the suppression of freedom. 

One percent beast ruling elite of society does not give up all possible 

efforts by having the authority and other institutional means to provide and 

continue a life of comfort and benefit from the surplus labor and plunder of 

other resources of society’s wealth.  

Censorship is an unlocked password of the imposition of absolute 

disenfranchisement on the 99% of the population and absolute tyranny 

against them.  But, freedom suppressors and defenders of censorship are 

unaware of this point that neither workers can tolerate hunger, nor will 

progressive intellectual writers and thinkers remain silent.  

Text: Congratulations on Dec. The voice of protest of social movements will not be silenced either.  An      

3rd, the day of anti-Censorship,    objective example is the existence and birth of labor leaders and pioneers 

freedom of thought and expre-    and other social activists, which begins every day with a different birth. 

ssion without any exceptions! Although the prisons are full, the prisoners are constantly moving,  

    coming and going.                   . . . . . . .          

One percent ruling elite, with all the facilities, organizations, and the military, judicial, 

executive, and legislative powers, will not be able to turn communities into safe islands of 

exploitation and wealth. As we have witnessed and will witness the failure of all their efforts to 

achieve their goals                                       
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For example, the freedom fighters, writers, like thousands of other workers and working-class 

leaders, are imprisoned along with the leaders and vanguards of the working-class movement and 

other social strata. 

We firmly believe that the workers and toilers cannot possibly achieve freedoms without unity and 

solidarity and the tools and power of the working class and council and trade unions and the 

establishment of the necessary balance of power. Because the capitalist system needs censorship and 

lack of class consciousness to plunder further. 

Long live the unity of workers and toilers for the abolition of censorship! 

December 2, 2020 

Workers' Syndicate of Tehran and Suburbs Bus Company 

Haft Tappeh Sugarcane Workers Syndicate 

Coordinating Committee to help establish trade unions 

Consistency Committee for the establishment of Working-Class Organization 

     Gathering in protest of the contracted workers of the                     

oil industry in front of the ministry of oil 

 

On 26
th

 of November a group of the contracted workers of the oil industry in protest to the lack of 

design and structure of their jobs as well as unfulfilled promises by the management gathered in front 

of the oil industry in Tehran.    

The workers are protesting the fact that the communiqué 

Of the march 2020 (i.e. 10  month ago.) by the Oil 

Minister based on the implementation and the designing 

of the layers of the jobs of more than 106 thousand 

workers of the contracted labor force has not been met. 
The implementation of this design would add a very small 

amount to the workers’ wages while in the current conditions 

the purchasing power of the workers is diminishing on daily 

bases; the enactment of this law is important to the workers. 

The immediate increase in wages and terminating the 

insolvent of the contractors and having a job security, 

implementation of the WHO’s protocols for their working 

conditions to fight the destructive pandemic, security of the 

working condition and increasing the standards of the 

livelihood in the dining area and sleeping quarters is also the demand of the workers in their protest 

throughout the month ahead. 

The protest in the different oil refineries is ongoing, the concern behind the workers protest is the 

failure in the implementation of the promises given in the month of August of 2020 to 25 thousand 

contracted workers and the broken working conditions and the low wages. According to the reports 

in the month of July there have been several protests and strikes in the ‘mina’ co. i.e. under the 

control of one the richest contractors in protest to late wages payment and other work difficulties. 
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Workers protest from “Bahman Motor Factory”              

Will Be Revealed 

Workers of “Bahman Motor Factory” on Thursday, November 29th and On Monday, November 

23rd, they stopped working to protest their failure to fulfil their demands. And they were supposed to 

go on strike again on Thursday, December 3rd, when they failed to strike due to the high pressure of 

the company's security, but they are still insisting on their demands to strike next week. 

“Bahman Motor Factory” workers want wage increases, reduced working hours, Thursday's 

closure to the former routine and job classification plan. 

Last Thursday, when the workers gave up work, Mr. Pourebrahim, chairman of the Board of 

Directors of Bahman Motor, threatened to cut off the worker's rights in order to intimidate the 

workers, who objected to the threat that a person named Mr. Mousavi, on behalf of the company's 

main shareholders, would come to the workers' gathering and promised to fulfil all the demands of 

the workers within a week and invited the workers to do so. Their representatives will be present to 

negotiate with the company's owners. After the deal, workers ended the strike. 

November 30th, workers learned that three of their representatives 

who were supposed to be in negotiations with the company's owners 

had been fired when workers again refused to work in protest against 

the dismissal of their colleagues, and after half an hour Mr. Mousavi, 

the representative of the company's owners, again appeared in the 

workers' gathering and insisted that their colleagues would not be 

fired and will be returned to work, and urged the workers to continue 

their work. Workers also returned to work after making sure their colleagues were not fired. 

On Thursday, December 3rd, was the end of a week-long deadline for fulfilling workers' demands, 

which were not able to strike and rally for creating a security space by the company's security and 

justifying that it was the weekend, but they are determined that if the representative of the company's 

owners does not fulfil their demands, they will strike again. 

Bahman Motor Factory has more than 700 workers located at 16 km of Tehran old road in Karaj. 

Bahman Motor is one of the factories owned by Bahman Group Holding, which have been the 

shareholder and owner of “Crouse” Company Since 2016. Crouse's main owners are Keshawarz 

family and Alipour family. Bahman Automotive Group except Bahman Motor Company includes 

several other factories, including Iran Foundry Industries Co., Bahman Diesel, Ciba Motor, Iran Two 

Wheels, Design and Manufacture of Iranian Industrial Parts, and several other companies and 

factories that have a total of 4,000 workers and personnel.                            

        The 25% increase in the wages is not sustainable 

The deputy of the social committee of the parliament: 25% increase in wages for next year is 

unacceptable by the MPs. And this increase must be adjusted according to the inflation. 
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According to the latest statistics the inflation is 40% and the wage rise must be adjusted based on 

inflation. The increase in wages must be at least 35% so that it can provide the suitable condition for 

providing the basic necessities of life. Neither 35% nor even 40% cannot provide us the means of 

subsistence. Our claim is guarantee of our rights according to the livelihood expenses for 12 Million 

Tooman ($US480.00) now, and then increase according to the current rate of inflation.  

                      

Work environments continue to become more unsafe! 
 

There is not a day that horrible news of accidents caused by lack of safety equipment in 

workplaces is not broadcast, while many more accidents are not reported. 

To understand the situation better and see the depth of this catastrophe, it suffices to look at 

the statistics of Forensic Medical Office (Coroner’s Office) for the 2008 to 2017 decade: 15,977 

workers lost their lives in work related accidents or an average of 1,600 annually.  

In another report from the same office work related accidents in the first half of 2019 shows an 

increase of 7.5 percent. According to the published news of the same period for 2020, we should be 

expecting even more increases.  

Based on reports from the Center for Construction Workers of the Country the main reason for the 

death in workplace accidents is falling down from the height which mostly happens in construction of 

buildings. These deaths constitute about fifty percent of the fatalities. They mostly belong to the 

workshops with less than ten employees and thus 

exempt from the Labor Law. Statistics about 

Immigrant workers, especially Afghan workers, and 

emigrant Iranian workers in other countries, especially 

in Iraq are not recorded by the Coroner Office or the 

Fire Department (emergency services) or the Social 

Security Organization. 

But, why in the present era that humanity has been 

able to achieve such a high level of progress in 

production and use of safety equipment and all the 

necessary software for training and securing the workplaces, we are witnessing the increase in the 

death or permanent disability of the workers who are mostly the bread winners of their families? 

Why the owners and related offices in the government ignore the proper compensation after the 

accidents happen? 

The reality is that the major responsibility for making the workplace safe is with the owners 

and the supervising government bureaus, especially the Labor Bureau and the Social Security 

Organization. But the profit worshipping of the owners is the major element in intensifying the 

accidents in workplace. Considering the reservoir of unemployed workers in society and use of 

temporary contracts and pre-signed agreements, the owners can terminate workers anytime 

they desire and replace him/her with another and they are sure that no worker would leave 

his/her job for fear of his life.  

Coordinating Committee to Advance the Creation of the Workers Organizations sympathizes with all 

the workers and their families who have been involved in the work related accidents, have lost their 

bread winners or have become disabled over the years and declares that only through the organized 

and persistent struggle and the power of workers’ assemblies in workplace they can force the owners 

and their supporting governments to secure the workplace. 

 

Long live the class solidarity of workers for a better life! 

Coordinating Committee to Advance the Creation of the Workers Organizations 

December 1, 2020 
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Tabriz Machinery factory workers went on strike and         

holding a rally to protest against the lack of job security 

 

On Monday, November 29th, when a new general 

manager for Tabriz machinery Foundry Company 

was introduced, Tabriz machinery factory went on 

strike and held a rally to protest against the lack of job 

security.  

 According to a local news source, the assignment of 

machine manufacturing company to Iran Industrial 

Development and Renovation Organization, Mr. Taghva-

manesh was introduced as a new general manager in 

presence of the director general of labor and social welfare of the province and the head of the 

industry and mine and trade of the province. In this regard, the Director General of assistance, Labor 

and Social Welfare of Azerbaijan said: a new supervisor for the foundry factory of the machinery had 

been introduced, and some workers were concerned about their career futures, because this is the first 

time that Iran Industrial Development and Renovation Organization had taken over this factory. 

He added: “The workers were concerned about what their job security and the production process 

would look like”. He referred to this afternoon's meeting with some officials on the issue and stated: 

The factory was supposed to be run with the agreement and interaction of workers, provincial 

managers and the new supervisor and The Development organization should take measures to 

provide liquidity and raw materials.  

At the end he said: The organization was supposed to expand the pursuit of workers' problems 

and complete the board members, and they pledged to provide job security for the workers. 

 

           The deprivation of ‘Zainab jallalian’                          

.    for a phone call and the meeting with her father                                      

in the quarantine section of the Yazd prison 

 

‘Zainab jallalian’ a ‘Kurdish political prisoner’ whom has 

been sentenced to imprisonment for life has suddenly been 

moved without any reason from ‘Kermanshah’ prison to 

‘yazd.’ Prison and given no rights to contact her family. 

One of the close associates of ‘zeinab jalalian ’has 

described her condition to the human rights network of 

‘Kurdistan.’  That since her transfer to the ‘Yazd.’ Prison 

she has only been allowed a short telephone conversation 

with her family; in this conversation she has told her family 

that the prison authorities have told her that until such a time that she repents and cooperation with the 

security interrogator is done by her; she is deprived of all the rights that she is entitled to. 


